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Craving Constellations Nicole Jacquelyn 2013-09-20 How could someone make decision after decision attempting to
get away from their past and somehow end up right back where they started? When Brenna decided to leave the only life
she'd ever known, she swore she'd never go back. Now, five years later, she's running from her clean-cut husband
straight back to the motorcycle club that raised her... and the man she left behind. She left with a secret, and the truth
will soon break her carefully constructed life wide open. Warning: This book contains graphic sex and language, and
the loss of a child. It is meant for mature audiences.
Seeds of Rebellion Brandon Mull 2012-03-13 The thrills continue in the second action-packed adventure in the #1 New
York Times bestselling Beyonders trilogy. After the cliffhanger ending of A World Without Heroes, Jason is back in the
world he’s always known—yet for all his efforts to get home, he finds himself itching to return to Lyrian. Jason
knows that the shocking truth he learned from Maldor is precious information that all of his friends in Lyrian, including
Rachel, need if they have any hope of surviving and defeating the evil emperor. Meanwhile, Rachel and the others have
discovered new enemies—as well as new abilities that could turn the tide of the entire quest. And as soon as Jason
succeeds in crossing over to Lyrian, he’s in more danger than ever. Once the group reunites, they strive to convince their
most-needed ally to join the war and form a rebellion strong enough to triumph over Maldor. At the center of it all,
Jason and Rachel realize what roles they’re meant to play—and the answers are as surprising as they are riveting.
Undaunted Crystal Daniels 2020-05-04 Lies Will Be Told, Secrets Will Be Revealed, And What Was Once Lost
Will Be Found. As the VP of Kings of Retribution MC, Logan lives and breathes club life. After suffering the loss of
two women in his life, he grew cold and indifferent to the idea of love. He doesn't need to let anyone in. Logan has seen
the aftermath it can leave in its quake. The last thing he's looking for is someone to fill the void. Until - Bella Jameson.
Struggling to keep her head above water, Bella's only concern is taking care of her sister. The last thing she expected
was to fall in love with the sexy, tattooed biker, Logan Kane. With evil hiding in the shadows, Bella has no idea the
danger she and her sister Alba are about to face.
Higher Ed Tessa McWatt 2015-05-27 London. Now. And here come the new Londoners. Francine would prefer to be
thinner, but is happy enough to suffer her boss' manhandling of her ample hips if it helps her survive the next cull in
Quality Assurance. She just wishes she could get the dead biker's crushed face out of her mind's eye. Robin is having a
baby with the wrong woman, wishes he were with the perfect Polish waitress instead, leans hard on Deleuze for
understanding, and wonders if his work in film will continue to be valued by the university management. Olivia is angry
— angry with her layabout mother, with her too-casual BFF, and with her own timidity and anxiety. Perhaps the
wisest of her lecturers will help? Knowledge is power, right? And she's beautiful when she's angry. Ed wishes he’d never
gone back to Guyana to help his rass brother as it lost him his mini-Marilyn wife and the possibility of watching his
only child grow up — until someone surprising crops up at the crematorium. Katrin is starting not to miss Gdansk or
Mamunia so much, and starting to understand London living. But if she works and hopes harder, maybe she’ll secure a
full British future for herself and her mother with the Good Englishman. The five of them cross paths and cross swords
to bring London living unforgettably to life. Real London lives. PRAISE FOR TESSA MCWATT ‘[C]ombines campus
novel (historically a distinctly white-male genre) with a Zadie Smith-like sense of a thoroughly multicultural London
… satirises with sharp wit the precariousness of academic life.’ The Age ‘Tessa McWatt brings the traditional campus
novel bang up to date … This polyphonic novel owes an obvious debt to Zadie Smith’s White Teeth, but nevertheless
[McWatt] manages to make this exuberant but bittersweet tale something all of her own.’ The Observer
Hawk's Property Chiah Wilder 2016-04-25 From the first time Hawk saw her, he knew he wanted to do dirty things to
her in his bed.Hawk, the muscled, tatted, badass Vice President of the Insurgents Motorcycle Club, sees women as bed
warmers, nothing more. He never stays with the same woman, and although there are plenty of women who want to be
his old lady, he wants none of that. He doesn't date.He doesn't let chicks ride on the back of his bike.He doesn't fall in
love.And that suits him just fine until he meets her whose eyes light a fire in him. Problem is she's not so easy to get into
his bed. Hawk wants her. And when Hawk wants something he takes it. Cara Minelli doesn't want to go to the biker bar,
but her friend talks her into it. Swearing off men since she caught her fianc� cheating on her right before her wedding, she
has buried herself in her career not wanting a man in her life. Until she sees him. He is sexy, rough, crude, and oh so very
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wrong for her. So why can't she stop thinking of all the nasty things he'll do to her if she relents and lets him in her
bed?Then a vicious killer who has been strangling women in the area focuses on Cara. Police think bikers are involved.
Can Cara set aside her trust issues and let Hawk into her life? Hawk sees it as his job to protect what is his...and Cara
is very much his even if she doesn't know it yet. Cara keeps her heart guarded, but when danger comes calling, their lives
collide. Hawk will stop at nothing to keep Cara safe and make her "Property of Hawk". The Insurgents MC series are
standalone romance novels. Hawk's Property is Book One in the series. This book contains violence, strong language,
and steamy/graphic sexual scenes. HEA. No cliffhangers. The book is intended for readers over the age of 18.
Motorcycle Man Kristen Ashley 2014-01-28 FIRST TIME IN PRINT! Get ready to ride . . . Tyra Masters has had enough
drama to last a lifetime. Now, she's back on track and looking forward to her new, quiet life. Until she meets the man
of her dreams. The tattooed, muscled biker plies her with tequila-and the best sex of her life. She knows it isn't the
tequila and hot sex talking. He's the kind of man she's always wanted. Unfortunately, he's also her new boss . . . Kane
"Tack" Allen has a rule. He doesn't employ someone he's slept with. So when he learns he spent last night in bed with his
new office manager, he quickly fires Tyra. Yet when Tyra stands up to him and fights for her job, Tack is intrigued. He
tells her she can keep her job on one condition: no more sex. Ever. But as things heat up between them, Tack finds that
he'll be the one breaking all the rules... 136,000 words
The Sound of Language Amulya Malladi 2008 A young Afghani widow and refugee living in rural Denmark, Raihana
reluctantly agrees to work with Gunnar, a reclusive local beekeeper grieving over the death of his wife, as part of her
introductory Danish class, but as the two forge a close if cautious friendship, their lives once again are shake by
violence and hatred. Reader's Guide included. Original. 10,000 first printing.
Seize Me Crystal Spears 2013-11-06 Winter Belov was the sweet innocent one in her crime family, the dutiful
daughter that never disappointed her father. One day, her father does the unspeakable. When he turns his back, Winter
flees across the country, taking her life savings with her, determined never to enter that sort of lifestyle again; but
when she becomes an exotic dancer her life changes once more.
The Night Off Meghan O'Brien 2012 Having spent her life attending to the needs of others, Emily Parker opts to
relinquish control for one night to escort Nat Swayne, but neither suspected that their encounter would lead to them
becoming emotionally involved.
Zach Lilly Atlas 2018-05-20 Toni knows what it means to make mistakes. She has experienced firsthand how walking
down the wrong path can send life spiraling out of control. Fortunately, she had someone in her life to pull her from
the gutter and help set things right again. As penance for her past, she pledges to suppress her baser desires and focus
on finding a steady, dependable connection with a man, even if that means embracing a boring lifestyle. Zach is anything
but dull. As Enforcer for the Hell's Handlers MC, he embodies the outlaw lifestyle, rife with violence, women, and
motorcycles. When Toni moves next door, Zach can't resist the possibility of a quick, hot, fling. He discovers,
however, that she's not the easy conquest he's used to. While Zach works to convince Toni she belongs in his bed, a
tenuous relationship with a local gang blows up and threatens his MC family. Zach's world is turned upside down when
he's unable to keep the danger from touching his club. As Toni fights to resist Zach's pull, her own peace is shattered
by demons from her past. With enemies both old and new barreling down, Toni throws out her rules and turns to Zach
for aid. Before she can help it, Toni finds herself entrenched in Zach's outlaw world. Is it possible for her to curb her
desires, or is she doomed to repeat the mistakes of her past?
Pucking Parker Jillian Quinn 2019-01-04 I'm the coach's daughter.He's my dad's favorite player...And completely offlimits.The first time I met Preston Parker, I slammed face first into his wet, chiseled abs. In the men's locker room, of all
places. I did the world's longest walk of shame in front of dozens of hockey players. As if that wasn't embarrassing
enough, Mr. MVP gave me one of his killer smirks, right before dropping his towel in front of me. Just to prove a point.
That no woman can resist him. Not even me.Now, I can't stop thinking about Parker and his lickable abs. He keeps finding
ways to see me, touch me. And I find myself wanting to break my dad's rules about his players. Rules I never break for a
reason. Because falling for a player like Parker... was never part of the plan.Are you ready to meet the next generation
of hockey players who will make you laugh, blush, and fan yourself? Each book in the Face-Off Legacy Series is a fulllength standalone novel that can be read in any order, complete with a HEA and plenty of laughs. Scroll up to get
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your copy today!
Do Not Say We Have Nothing: A Novel Madeleine Thien 2016-10-11 Winner of the Scotiabank Giller Prize and the
Governor General's Literary Award // Finalist for the Man Booker Prize and the Baileys Women's Prize for Fiction "A
powerfully expansive novel…Thien writes with the mastery of a conductor." —New York Times Book Review “In a
single year, my father left us twice. The first time, to end his marriage, and the second, when he took his own life. I was
ten years old.” Master storyteller Madeleine Thien takes us inside an extended family in China, showing us the lives of
two successive generations—those who lived through Mao’s Cultural Revolution and their children, who became the
students protesting in Tiananmen Square. At the center of this epic story are two young women, Marie and Ai-Ming.
Through their relationship Marie strives to piece together the tale of her fractured family in present-day Vancouver,
seeking answers in the fragile layers of their collective story. Her quest will unveil how Kai, her enigmatic father, a
talented pianist, and Ai-Ming’s father, the shy and brilliant composer, Sparrow, along with the violin prodigy Zhuli
were forced to reimagine their artistic and private selves during China’s political campaigns and how their fates
reverberate through the years with lasting consequences. With maturity and sophistication, humor and beauty, Thien
has crafted a novel that is at once intimate and grandly political, rooted in the details of life inside China yet
transcendent in its universality.
Bright Burning Things Lisa Harding 2021-12-07 A READ WITH JENNA BOOK CLUB PICK AS FEATURED ON TODAY *
A PEOPLE MAGAZINE PICK * AN INDIE NEXT PICK * A LIBRARYREADS PICK *AN AMAZON EDITORS PICK “On every
page there are little shimmering bombs. Like Room, where parenthood is at once your jail and your salvation, it is
almost claustrophobic—but in the most glorious way.”—Lisa Taddeo, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Three Women and Animal A rising international literary star makes her American debut with this visceral, tender, and
brave portrait of addiction, recovery, and motherhood, as harrowing and intense as Shuggie Bain. Sonya used to
perform on stage. She used to attend glamorous parties, date handsome men, ride in fast cars. But somewhere along the
way, the stage lights Sonya lived for dimmed for good. In their absence, came darkness—blackouts, empty cupboards,
hazy nights she can't remember. What keeps Sonya from losing herself completely is Tommy, her son. But her immense love
for Tommy is in fierce conflict with her immense love of the bottle. Addiction amplifies her fear of losing her child; every
maternal misstep compels her to drink. Tommy’s precious life is in her shaky hands. Eventually Sonya is forced to make a
choice. Give up drinking or lose Tommy—forever. Bright Burning Things is an emotional tour-de-force—a devastating,
nuanced, and ultimately hopeful look at an addict’s journey towards rehabilitation and redemption. A MOST
ANTICIPATED BOOK FROM: Washington Post, The Millions, PopSugar, Shondaland, Good Morning America, Nylon,
Good Housekeeping, Town & Country
Duke C. J. Washington 2018-03-06 Nicole's life had never been easy. It was a mess. It doesn't help that her Father uses
her as a bargaining chip in his illegal deals. Now, she finds herself as collateral for the Fallen Motorcycle Club and in
more danger than ever before. Will she ever catch a break and finally get the happy ever after she's always dreamed
of?Duke is the VP for Fallen MC. His life is the club and he likes it that way. His brothers and his bike are all he will
ever need. Women come to him easily and he likes variety. He's got no intention of changing anything until the new
collateral, a dark haired beauty, takes up residence in the compound.Stand-alone read. For ages 18+ Contains violence
and sexual content.
Get in Trouble Kelly Link 2015-02-03 FINALIST FOR THE PULITZER PRIZE • NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A bewitching
story collection from a writer hailed as “the most darkly playful voice in American fiction” (Michael Chabon) and “a
national treasure” (Neil Gaiman). NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BookPage • BuzzFeed • Chicago
Tribune • Kirkus Reviews • NPR • San Francisco Chronicle • Slate • Time • Toronto Star • The Washington Post She has
been hailed by Michael Chabon as “the most darkly playful voice in American fiction” and by Neil Gaiman as “a national
treasure.” Now Kelly Link’s eagerly awaited new collection—her first for adult readers in a decade—proves indelibly
that this bewitchingly original writer is among the finest we have. Link has won an ardent following for her ability,
with each new short story, to take readers deeply into an unforgettable, brilliantly constructed fictional universe.
The nine exquisite examples in this collection show her in full command of her formidable powers. In “The Summer People,”
a young girl in rural North Carolina serves as uneasy caretaker to the mysterious, never-quite-glimpsed visitors who
inhabit the cottage behind her house. In “I Can See Right Through You,” a middle-aged movie star makes a disturbing trip
to the Florida swamp where his former on- and off-screen love interest is shooting a ghost-hunting reality show. In
“The New Boyfriend,” a suburban slumber party takes an unusual turn, and a teenage friendship is tested, when the
spoiled birthday girl opens her big present: a life-size animated doll. Hurricanes, astronauts, evil twins, bootleggers,
Ouija boards, iguanas, The Wizard of Oz, superheroes, the Pyramids . . . These are just some of the talismans of an
imagination as capacious and as full of wonder as that of any writer today. But as fantastical as these stories can
be, they are always grounded by sly humor and an innate generosity of feeling for the frailty—and the hidden
strengths—of human beings. In Get in Trouble, this one-of-a-kind talent expands the boundaries of what short fiction
can do. Praise for Get in Trouble “Ridiculously brilliant . . . These stories make you laugh while staring into the
void.”—The Boston Globe “When it comes to literary magic, Link is the real deal: clever, surprising, affecting, fluid and
funny.”—San Francisco Chronicle
The Book of Stolen Tales D J Mcintosh 2013-05-28 In 2011, D.J. McIntosh took the book world by storm with her
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debut novel,The Witch of Babylon. Praised for its “stellar research” and “superb writing”, it introduced readers to
John Madison, a rakish New York art dealer with a past, who uncovered a fabulous treasure trove of antiquities in
the hills outside of Baghdad and the truth behind a famous story long believed to by a myth. In the highly anticipated
sequel, New York art dealer John Madison travels to London to purchase at auction a rare seventeenth-century
Italian book of fairy tales for an anonymous client. Before he can deliver it to the buyer, he is robbed by a mysterious
man claiming to be the book's author. When his client disappears and the book’s provenance is questioned, Madison
realizes that the only way to find the buyer, recover the lost book, and save his reputation is to immerse himself in the
world of European aristocracy and bibliophilic obsession. Along the way, he discovers that a well-loved children's
tale contains a necromancer's spell and the truth about an ancient Mesopotamian plague.
Craving Trix Nicole Jacquelyn 2015-07-03 Bellatrix White had loved Cameron Harrison for as long as she could
remember. He was her best friend and her closest confidant, and she knew one day he'd be her forever. Then he broke her
heart. After five years of complete silence between them, the motorcycle club they grew up in comes under attack,
giving Cam the opportunity he needs to work his way back into Trix's life. Because while Trix was nursing her broken
heart, Cam was realizing exactly what he'd given up. They fall into a relationship easily, but when new tragedies mix
with old memories, neither of the lovers are prepared for the fallout.
Serving Crazy with Curry Amulya Malladi 2004 On the morning Devi decides to take her life, fate conspires against her.
Fate in the form of her mother, Saroj, who uses her spare key to let herself into her youngest daughter's apartment
when she thinks she's at work. But, having lost yet another job, and knowing she will never live up to the example her
oldest sister has set her as a traditional Indian wife, Devi had decided to take the easy way out. But it seems she can
add suicide to her list of failings. But whilst Saroj insists on telling the world that it was she who saved her
daughter's life, Devi isn't sure what she's been saved for. Forced to move back in with her parents until she is strong
enough to resume her life, she adopts a vow of silence. Instead, she begins to cook. Wild, crazy concoctions that are
so delicious the family is drawn again and again to the table. As Devi's silence grows, so does her family's bewilderment
at her behaviour. Tension builds and others begin to talk. And secrets are revealed that rock the family to its core.
Until November Aurora Reynolds 2019-02-14 November is looking forward to getting to know her father and the
safety of a small town. After leaving the big apple and her bad memories for Tennessee, November starts working for
her dad at his strip club doing the books. The one time she's allowed there during club hours she runs into Asher
Mayson. He's perfect until he opens his mouth and makes assumptions. November wants nothing to do with Asher but
too bad for November fate has other plans. Asher Mayson has never had a problem getting a woman that is until
November. Now all he can think about is making November his and keeping her safe.
Parker Jillian Quinn 2018-03-24 His agent is his biggest weakness... After another puck bunny scandal sends me to
Philadelphia, my new agent wants me to clean up my act. She says I party harder than I play. And she's right. So, she
offers to help me get my life and career back on track, but I have to move in with her. I thought I could make it through
one week without wanting my agent. But I was wrong. Our living arrangement tests her rule about dating clients,
making it impossible to stay away from each other. But with my past, keeping my distance is the only thing that can
save her from becoming my next scandal.
The Duke's Blackmailed Bride Elizabeth Lennox 2015-10-16 Sierra couldn’t catch a break! Every time she thought she’d
gotten her life back on track, something happened to cause it to come crashing down around her. She’d paid for her
father’s arrest, her mother’s death and now…now she would pay for her brother’s crimes! Marriage to Harrison
Aimsworth, Duke of Selton? He was the man who knew all of her secrets! And now he was demanding that she provide
him with an heir? What more could go wrong with her world? Harrison had to marry and produce an heir or he’d lose his
title. And he had a very short period of time in which to accomplish that miracle. Unfortunately, the only woman who
had ever affected him wouldn’t give him the time of day…until he discovered her brother stealing priceless artifacts out
of his home. Now he could manipulate the situation to his benefit. The woman who had evaded him for so many years
would finally be his!
Ryker Geri Glenn 2015-08-14 A nurse on the run. A biker with a dark past. An unlikely match that will change their
worlds forever. Ryker Cole’s friend is dying, and his world is crumbling around him. When shy and nervous nurse,
Charlotte, walks into that hospital room, he is captivated by her sharp wit and kind smile. Their conversations soothe
him, her presence keeping him steady, but Ryker knows she’s not for him. Women like Charlotte don’t belong in the world
of the Kings of Korruption MC. It’s not safe. Except, Charlotte’s already in danger. Her past has caught up with her,
and this time, she may not survive.
Risky Aurora Rose Reynolds 2022-05-24 From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Aurora Rose
Reynolds comes a bittersweet romance about the risks and rewards of falling in love. Everly never expected to move
back in with her parents, and she definitely didn't expect to do so as a single mother. But with the father of her son
suddenly out of the picture, she's had to make some adjustments to her plans. Now Everly has one priority: to make a
life for herself and her boy. And Blake, her sometimes infuriating but admittedly handsome employer at Live Life
Adventures, doesn't factor into her future as anything more than her boss. But it seems the guy who's about as
friendly as a grizzly bear has a soft spot for her and her son...and the more time she spends with him, the more difficult it
is to remember why giving in to the chemistry between them is a bad idea. Now, with their future on the line, they'll have
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to decide if love is a risk worth taking.
Slavery and the British Country House Andrew Hann 2013 In 2007 English Heritage commissioned initial research into
links with transatlantic slavery or its abolition amongst families who owned properties now in its care. This was
part of the commitment by English Heritage to commemorate the bicentenary of the abolition of the British
transatlantic slave trade with work that would make a real difference to our understanding of the historic
environment in the longer term. The research findings and those of other scholars and heritage practitioners were
presented at the 'Slavery and the British Country House' conference which brought together academics, heritage
professionals, country house owners and community researchers from across Britain to explore how country houses
might be reconsidered in the light of their slavery linkages and how such links have been and might be presented to
visitors. Since then the conference papers have been updated and reworked into a cutting edge volume which represents
the most current and comprehensive consideration of slavery and the British country house as yet undertaken.
The Genesis One Code Daniel Friedman 2011-07-01 "The Genesis One Code" offers a careful examination of the
relationship between scientific theory and biblical teaching. The book targets the origins debate from a fresh perspective
informed by scientific and spiritual research and demonstrates an alignment between the dates of key events described in
Genesis 1 and 2 with those derived from scientific theory and observation.
You Do Something To Me (New York Sullivans) Bella Andre 2017-10-11 "YOU DO SOMETHING TO ME is one of the
best books in the Sullivans series! A very sweet, sexy, sizzling and poignant love story!" 5 stars Alec Sullivan has
always believed he has it all. A billion-dollar private aviation business. A penthouse apartment in New York City.
Beautiful women who know better than to expect him ever to fall in love. And great siblings for whom he'd do anything.
But when Alec's business partner passes away and leaves everything to a daughter Alec never knew about, in an
instant everything in his life turns upside down...all because of Cordelia. Cordelia always thought she was perfectly
happy with her life. She owns a garden store she loves, lives in a pretty little cottage in the same town as her
adoptive parents, and figures there's plenty of time to meet Mr. Right. But she never counted on becoming the surprise
heir to a fortune...or on meeting a man like Alec Sullivan. A shockingly sexy billionaire who makes her heart race and
melt all at the same time. Neither Alec nor Cordelia plans on getting any closer than they have to. Only, how can
either of them fight this kind of heat, this depth of desire? And when Cordelia needs Alec's support, it's pure instinct for
him to be there for her. But when it's her turn to help him confront his deepest pain, will Alec let her in? Or will he push
her away, just as he's pushed away everyone who's loved him for the past thirty years... YOU DO SOMETHING TO ME
is part of Bella Andre's USA Today and New York Times #1 bestselling series about The Sullivans. While it can easily
be read as a stand-alone story, you'll likely enjoy reading the other books too. "You Do Something To Me is a
brilliant love story! So sweet and tender. If you love a happy ever after, this is the book for you!" "Another absolute
home run by Bella Andre! A story of heartache, self-discovery, friendship, love and loss, and it was absolutely
fantastic. I am now counting the days for the next Sullivan!" "Bella Andre has given us another Sullivan hit! I cannot
wait to read the next Sullivan adventure!" "Once again Bella Andre gives her readers another wonderful, amazing book
about the Sullivans. You Do Something To Me is full of love, forgiveness and family!" SAN FRANCISCO SULLIVANS
The Look of Love From This Moment On Can't Help Falling In Love I Only Have Eyes For You If You Were Mine Let Me Be
The One Come A Little Bit Closer Always On My Mind Kissing Under The Mistletoe SEATTLE SULLIVANS One Perfect
Night The Way You Look Tonight It Must Be Your Love Just To Be With You I Love How You Love Me All I Ever Need
Is You NEW YORK SULLIVANS Every Beat Of My Heart Now That I've Found You Since I Fell For You Sweeter Than
Ever The Best Is Yet To Come Can't Take My Eyes Off Of You You Do Something To Me Every Time We Fall In Love
MAINE SULLIVANS Falling In Love All Over Again Your Love Is Mine There Goes My Heart When You Kiss Me More
Maine Sullivans are coming soon! Bella Andre is the New York Times, USA Today, Publishers Weekly and Wall Street
Journal bestselling author of “The Sullivans”, “The Morrisons” and “The Maverick Billionaires” series. Her novels have
been #1 bestsellers around the world and she has sold more than 8 million books so far! Known for "sensual,
empowered stories enveloped in heady romance" (Publishers Weekly), her books have been Cosmopolitan Magazine "Red
Hot Reads" twice and have been translated into ten languages. There are more than 50,000 5 star reviews for Bella
Andre's books on Goodreads! Married with two children, Bella splits her time between the Northern California wine
country, a log cabin in the Adirondack mountains of upstate New York, and a flat in London overlooking the Thames.
Ready to Rise Jo Saxton 2020-04-14 A powerful call to step into your full potential that biblically affirms the
need for women to rise up and work together to make a better world. "Jo is one of my most trusted voices in Christian
leadership. . . . She leads auditoriums full of people, and she leads me one-on-one."—Jen Hatmaker Have you ever
questioned the roles you find yourself in, wondering if you were made for more but unsure of the rocky path before
you? Have you had a clear vision for your life, but along the way, insecurity and fear weighted your dreams and
silenced the voice within you? You’re not alone. Many amazing women like you have experienced the same struggles.
Whether you’re moving into leadership, discovering your calling, fighting for change, or doing all three, leadership
coach and speaker Jo Saxton affirms that God designed women for influence and impact. But are you living up to your
full potential? Ready to Rise tackles the real-life issues—from harassment and sexism to self-doubt and
loneliness—that can discourage and derail women from leading in the areas God has called them to. With insights from
her own journey and powerful biblical examples, Jo offers practical advice to empower and equip women to transform
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their communities. If you’ve ever longed to uncover your true potential, own your voice, and boldly advance God’s
goodness in the world, now is the time to start. Get ready to rise!
For the Love of My Sexy Geek A. Hargrove 2018-03-05 Previously published in The Vault Anthology. From the first
time we met I was instantly hooked. His dark framed glasses and tech talk heightened his allure. I fell fast and hard,
harder than I ever had before. Only I should've known it was too good to be true. Evaded questions were always
answered with sex. Hot and steamy sex. Melt your panties sex. That should've been my clue. It wasn't. Until ... Until
that one night I followed him. Never could I have imagined where my sexy geek would lead me. This is a spin-off of For The
Love of English.
Max Megan O'Brien 2018-04-10 I've loved him since I was old enough to understand what that meant.Max Jackson,
patched member of the Knight's MC, is someone Wren Armstrong¿s father considers a friend. She shouldn't want him.
Shouldn't need him. But she does. She always has.When Wren is put in danger while away at school, she's forced to
return home to Hawthorne, Nevada, on the back of the bike of the very man she left to avoid.That first kiss is
everything she ever dreamed it would be and everything Max has tried like hell to deny. But when danger looms with
Wren at its center, Max will stop at nothing to protect her. Even if it means losing everything else he loves in the
process.This is the story of Max and Wren. The first in the Ride Series Second GenerationMax can be read as a standalone, but it's recommended that you read the First Generation Ride series.* Due to strong language and sexual
content, this book is not intended for readers under the age of 18.
Battle Scars Meghan O'Brien 2009-12-01 Returning Iraq war veteran Ray McKenna struggles with battle scars that
can only be healed by love. Ray McKenna returns from the war in Iraq to find that she had attained unwanted celebrity
status back home. As the only surviving American soldier of a well-publicized hostage crisis, she is the center of
attention at a time when all she wants is solitude. Struggling to overcome the fear and anxiety that plague her, she
relies on her psychiatric therapy dog Jagger to help her through the vicious symptoms of PTSD. Veterinarian Dr. Carly
Warner hasn't yet figured out how to open her heart to the possibility of falling in love again after the death of her
longtime partner. When Ray McKenna walks into the North Coast Veterinary Clinic with Jagger, she and Carly begin a
friendship that takes them both by surprise. Brought together by their shared love of dogs, Ray and Carly discover
that they are both capable of moving forward, if only they are brave enough to try.
Essentials of Nursing Leadership and Management Ruth M. Tappen 2004-01 This new edition focuses on preparing your
students to assume the role as a significant member of the health-care team and manager of care, and is designed to help
your students transition to professional nursing practice. Developed as a user-friendly text, the content and style
makes it a great tool for your students in or out of the classroom. (Midwest).
Maddox Megan O'Brien 2018-11-20 I've never known what it's like to have a dream that's really mine. To live a life
without fear. Being the niece of the most ruthless mob boss in Las Vegas has made any sort of freedom impossible.
Francesca Rossi has spent much of her life balancing the weight of running the family bakery with avoiding her uncle's
life of violence and corruption. When Maddox Black forces his way into her life, sure of himself and of her, he'll force
her to see that there's more to life than fear.But when fear becomes reality, Maddox and Francesca will have to decide
if their dreams are worth fighting for. This is the story of Francesca and Maddox, the second installment in the Ride
Series Second Generation.Maddox can be read as a stand-alone, but it's recommended that you read the First Generation
Ride series.* Due to strong language and sexual content, this book is not intended for readers under the age of 18.
Hell's Knights Bella Jewel 2013-08-19 Sex. Who really knows sex? I mean, we've all had sex, great sex even but when
you get down to the details, how many of us actually see sex for the raw, primal act that it is? I thought I knew sex.
I've had sex. Heck, I've felt lust. Once, I've even felt love. I thought I knew exactly what sex was. Until I met Cade. He's
the meaning of sex. He's a biker. He's dangerous. He's powerful. He's dominant. He wants me. My world is about to change,
for the better? I don't know. But here's my story, I hope you're ready for it because it's not the beautiful, heart
wrenching story most people have to tell. It's passionate, forbidden, morally incorrect and downright, fucking
beautiful.
Handbook on Animal-Assisted Therapy Aubrey H. Fine 2011-04-28 The original edition was the first book to provide a
comprehensive overview of the ways in which animals can assist therapists with treatment of specific populations,
and/or in specific settings. The second edition continues in this vein, with 7 new chapters plus substantial revisions of
continuing chapters as the research in this field has grown. New coverage includes: Animals as social supports, Use of
AAT with Special Needs students, the role of animals in the family- insights for clinicians, and measuring the animalperson bond. *Contributions from veterinarians, animal trainers, psychologists, and social workers *Includes
guidelines and best practices for using animals as therapeutic companions *Addresses specific types of patients and
environmental situations
Dirty Pool Bethany-Kris 2020-07-16 To get what he wants, he’ll have to play a game of dirty pool. Michel Marcello
never wanted to be a mafioso like every other man in his family—he wanted to be more. That doesn’t mean he’s unfamiliar
with the life, or that he can’t hold his own against other made men. They forgot where he came from … His chance
encounter with the fiery and beautiful daughter of Detroit’s most notorious Irish mob boss stokes flames beyond the
ones that ignite between Michel and Gabbie Casey. Rivals shouldn’t mix, but these opposites have never been more
attracted, either. The lines between family loyalty, their duties, and responsibility begin to blur. Love ruins all. But
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these two aren’t the only ones playing this game, and it just became far more dangerous to get out alive.
Her Best Friend's Sister Meghan O'Brien 2017-05-16 At twelve years old, Claire Barker developed a massive crush on
her best friend Sarah’s older sister, the handsome, butch Alex Williams. Now twenty-seven and a successful
entrepreneur, Claire’s interest hasn’t waned—despite Alex’s fashion photography career keeping her overseas for months
at a time. When Alex moves home unexpectedly, she and Claire end up enjoying a surprise, wine-fueled reunion that alters
their relationship forever. Are Claire’s dreams about to come true, or will real life prove to be more complicated than
her fantasies?
The Golden House Salman Rushdie 2017-09-05 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A modern American epic set against
the panorama of contemporary politics and culture—a hurtling, page-turning mystery that is equal parts The Great
Gatsby and The Bonfire of the Vanities NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR • PBS • HARPER’S
BAZAAR • ESQUIRE • FINANCIAL TIMES • THE TIMES OF INDIA On the day of Barack Obama’s inauguration, an
enigmatic billionaire from foreign shores takes up residence in the architectural jewel of “the Gardens,” a cloistered
community in New York’s Greenwich Village. The neighborhood is a bubble within a bubble, and the residents are
immediately intrigued by the eccentric newcomer and his family. Along with his improbable name, untraceable accent, and
unmistakable whiff of danger, Nero Golden has brought along his three adult sons: agoraphobic, alcoholic Petya, a
brilliant recluse with a tortured mind; Apu, the flamboyant artist, sexually and spiritually omnivorous, famous on
twenty blocks; and D, at twenty-two the baby of the family, harboring an explosive secret even from himself. There is
no mother, no wife; at least not until Vasilisa, a sleek Russian expat, snags the septuagenarian Nero, becoming the
queen to his king—a queen in want of an heir. Our guide to the Goldens’ world is their neighbor Ren , an ambitious
young filmmaker. Researching a movie about the Goldens, he ingratiates himself into their household. Seduced by their
mystique, he is inevitably implicated in their quarrels, their infidelities, and, indeed, their crimes. Meanwhile, like a bad joke,
a certain comic-book villain embarks upon a crass presidential run that turns New York upside-down. Set against the
strange and exuberant backdrop of current American culture and politics, The Golden House also marks Salman
Rushdie’s triumphant and exciting return to realism. The result is a modern epic of love and terrorism, loss and
reinvention—a powerful, timely story told with the daring and panache that make Salman Rushdie a force of light in
our dark new age. Praise for The Golden House “[A] modern masterpiece . . . telling a story full of wonder and leaving
you marveling at how it ever came out of the author’s head.”—Associated Press “Wildly satiric and yet piercingly
real . . . If F. Scott Fitzgerald, Homer, Euripides, and Shakespeare collaborated on a contemporary fall-of-an-empire epic
set in New York City, the result would be The Golden House.”—Poets & Writers “A tonic addition to American—no,

world!—literature . . . a Greek tragedy with Indian roots and New York coordinates.”—San Francisco Chronicle
Sleepaway Girls Jen Calonita 2009-05-01 When Sam's best friend gets her first boyfriend, she's not ready to spend the
summer listening to the two of them call each other "pookie." Sick of being a third wheel, Sam applies to be a
counselor-in-training at Whispering Pines camp in the New York Catskills. But what she doesn't realize is that it's not
going to be all Kumbaya sing-alongs and gooey s'mores. If Ashley, the alpha queen of Whispering Pines, doesn't ruin
Sam's summer, then her raging crush on the surfer-blond and flirtatious Hunter just might. At least she has playful
Cole, who's always teasing her, but is oh-so-comfortable to hang out with, and the singular gang of girls that
become fast friends with Sam-they call themselves the Sleepaway Girls.
Raine Falling Paula Marinaro 2014-10-21 "After a lifetime of uncertainty, Raine Winston shouldn't be fazed by
anything anymore. But she's terrified. Terrified that her wayward sister, Claire, has gotten into debt dangerously over
her head. Terrified that a muscle-bound biker named Diego doesn't want payment with money--he wants much more. And
terrified of the dizzying desireshe feels whenever Diego touches her... Diego Montesalto spend his days raising hell and his
nights in the arms of fast, easy women. Tough, tattooed, and used to taking what he wants, he refuses to get
emotionally invested in anyone. But he can't stop thinking about Raine's sweet smell, striking blue eyes, and quiet
determination. She may have the spirit of a warrior, but she needs someone to guide and protect her. When Raine has no
choice to go on the run, she falls straight into the Hells Saints' mayem-filled world... and into Diego's strong arms.
But in a life filled with hard choices, raw lust, and blood-soaked violence, is there room for loyalty...or love? -Unedited summary from the book.
Mila Gray 2015-12-08 In this heart-wrenching tale of love and loss, a young Marine and his best
friend’s sister plunge into a forbidden love affair while he’s home on leave. When a Marine Chaplain knocks on her door,
Jessa’s heart breaks—someone she loves is dead. Killed in action, but is it Riley or Kit? Her brother or her boyfriend…
Three months earlier, Marine Kit Ryan finds himself back home on leave and dangerously drawn to his best friend Riley’s
sister, Jessa—the one girl he can’t have. Exhausted from fighting his feelings, Kit finally gives in, and Jessa isn’t strong
enough to resist diving headfirst into a passionate relationship. But what was just supposed to be a summer romance
develops into something far greater than either of them expected. Jessa’s finally found the man of her dreams and Kit’s
finally discovered there’s someone he’d sacrifice everything for. When it’s time for Kit to redeploy, neither one is ready
to say goodbye. Jessa vows to wait for him and Kit promises to come home to her. No matter what. But as Jessa
stands waiting for the Marine Chaplain to break her heart, she can’t help but feel that Kit has broken his promise… Riley
or Kit? Kit or Riley? Her brother or her boyfriend? Who’s coming home to her?
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